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Abstract 

Cycle analyses of the alkali-metal thermoelectric conversion (AMTEC) and the high-temperature heat pump using the if'- 
alumina electrolyte was performed. It is shown that the isothermal expansion or compression of the sodium ion flow through 
the electrolyte coincides with the expansion or compression process in the Ericsson cycle, respectively, when the internal losses 
by thin electrolyte and electrodes are small. The isothermal compression approximation in the heat-pump cycle is more 
consistent with the isothermal expansion in the AMTEC cycle than the adiabatic compression discussed in an earlier report. 
Typical voltage-current characteristics and thermal efficiencies for both the AMTEC and the heat pump are presented including 
not only the saturated liquid case, but also the superheated vapour case of sodium at the high temperature side. The operation 
in superheated vapour shows a decrease in the power-generation efficiency for the AMTEC and an increase in the coefficient 
of performance for the heat pump. 
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1. Introduction , ~  Heati~(6oO -loo0°C ) 

The/T-a lumina  solid electrolyte (BASE) is  a sodium _ T [ 
ion conductor. When a sodium pressure difference is - e h, Ph Na liquid 

made across the electrolyte, Na ÷ ions can flow from -~ Na i0n-]-~# 120s 
the high pressure side to the low pressure side through o ~ q~.Na+e-Na T" Pump 
the electrolyte. Also, Na ÷ ions are forced to move by * e ' ..JR0r0us electr0d~ 
an external electric source applied to the electrolyte, p /  ~ vapor( - 
A neutral sodium atom cannot flow into the electrolyte m | Na liquid T~ ,P~ t _ :  
as an ion unless the atom emits an electron into the 
outer circuit at the electrolyte surface, and the ion ~,Cooling(loo~soo°c) 
cannot get out of the electrolyte as a neutral atom 
unless the ion captures an electron via the outer circuit. Fig. 1. Schematic diagram of alkali-metal thermoelectric conversion. 

When a temperature  difference is made across the 
electrolyte to produce a pressure difference, a device [2-10]. The space applications o fAMTEC,  in particular, 
for thermoelectric power generation can be formed have received much attention [7,9]. 
where thermal energy is converted directly to electricity. A high-temperature sodium heat pump was proposed 
This is called the alkali-metal thermoelectric conversion by Jeter [11], where the electrolyte works as a compressor 
(AMTEC) or the sodium heat engine (SHE), which of  sodium from a low-pressure side to a high-pressure 
was experimentallydemonstrated and patented byKum- side driven by an external source. A sodium/sulfur 
mer and Weber [1]. The underlying principle of the battery is charged by an external source to separate 
AMTEC is illustrated in Fig. 1. Recently, many research sodium from Na2Sx through the electrolyte. Electric 
groups have developed the AMTEC as a possible high- power is discharged to the outer circuit by returning 
reliability power source without any moving parts, with the separated sodium through the electrolyte under the 
a high efficiency (20 to about 40%), little scalability, action of a difference in Gibbs free energy (AG). This 
and easy stacking of cell module with high-power density means the electrolyte can work as both a compressor 
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and a turbine. The electrothermal operation of the temperature side, Th, Eq. (1) can be rewritten as follows, 
electrolyte as a turbine or a compressor corresponds assuming that sodium is an ideal gas: 

to the AMTEC or heat-pump cycle. AV=vAp/F= -(RTh/F)(Ap/p) (2) 
It is desirable to keep the electrolyte temperature 

as high as possible to minimize the internal loss because where R is the gas constant. Integration of Eq. (2) 
the ionic resistance of the electrolyte decreases as the from Ph of the high-pressure side to an intermediate 
temperature increases. The AMTEC process has been pressure, Pm, gives: 
analysed hitherto under the assumption that isothermal 

V= (RTh/F) ln(ph/pm) (3) 
expansion was held at the temperature of the high- 
temperature side, and the analysis agrees well with the When the electric circuit is open, the molecular flow 
experimental results [3,4,6,8]. Parenthetically, the iso- rate of sodium, nm, from the electrolyte surface of the 
thermal expansion is the same as the expansion process low-pressure side kept at pressure Pm becomes equal 
in the Ericsson cycle. To our knowledge, this is the to the molecular flow rate of sodium, h~, from the 
first report that discusses the similarity between these condensing surface kept at temperature, T~. This results 
two processes. In previous cycle analyses of the high- in no net transfer of sodium [6], i.e.: 
temperature sodium heat pump [11] the expansion 
process was taken, as an approximation, to be adiabatic, nm- Pm Pl h~ (4) 
In this report, this adiabatic expansion process is also 2 ~ h  2 ~ 1  
discussed in comparison with the isothermal expansion where M is the atomic weight of sodium. Eliminating 
in the Ericsson cycle to clarify the heat-pump per- Pm in Eq. (3) by Eq. (4), the open-circuit voltage is 
formance, rewritten as: 

Most AMTEC experiments have been performed 
under the condition where the high-temperature side V= (RTh/F) l n [ p h / ( p ~ ) ]  (5) 
of the electrolyte contacts with saturated sodium liquid, Next, we deal with the case for current flowing through 
which can also act as the electrode for the high- an outer load. When there is a net flow rate of sodium 
temperature side. A practical AMTEC device must ion, rii, it is related with the current density i as fol- 
have each cell connected in series because the output lows: 
voltage from each cell is of the order of 1 V. One of 
the technical concerns is to avoid shorting the series i=~i~F (6) 
connection by supplying liquid sodium to each cell. If the high-pressure side is kept at a constant pressure, 
The AMTEC device can work even when sodium is Ph, then the electrolyte surface pressure on the low- 
supplied as a vapour instead of as a liquid. Indeed, pressure side increases from the equilibrium pressure, 
by using the vapour it is much easier to avoid the p l ~ ,  by the amount of the pressure Pm that cor- 
electrical shorting that occurs when using liquid sodium responds to hi in Eq. (4). This means that the following 
[12,13]. In this report, the cycle performances of AM- well-known equation for the voltage-current charac- 
TEC and heat pump are estimated under a superheated teristics can be introduced: 
condition. 

RTh Ph 
V= --if-- lnp," T/-~--~ + hla , --iRo 

2. Cycle analyses of thermoelectric power generation 
and heat pump = (RTh/F) ln(ph/pm)-iRo (7) 

2.1. Voltage-current characteristics for AMTEC where Pm represents the pressure at the electrolyte 
surface of the low-pressure side. The last term, Ro, in 

Before proceeding to cycle analysis, the basic equa- the right-hand side of Eq. (7) is the ohmic resistance 
tions to describe the voltage-current characteristics for for both the ionic and the electric conductors of the 
AMTEC are introduced first. The AG for sodium across electrolyte and the electrodes, respectively. Usually, the 
the electrolyte is the thermodynamic driving force for ohmic loss is designed to be smaller in the electrodes 
sodium ions, and the open-circuit voltage, V, for such than in the electrolyte. Other losses due to electrode 
a concentration cell of AMTEC is given as follows [ 6 ] :  activation, gas diffusion, etc., are neglected for simplicity. 

Experimental voltage-current characteristics obtained 
AV= AG _ A ( H - T S )  - y A p + S A T  (1) hitherto can be described well by Eq. (7). 

F F F The voltage-current characteristics for thermoelectric 
where F is the Faraday constant, H the enthalpy, T power generation, Eqs. (6) and (7) can be easily applied 
the temperature, S the entropy, v the specific volume, to the heat-pump cycle when the signs for both t/~ and 
and p the pressure. When the electrolyte for the con- i become negative. This means that Na + ions are forced 
centration cell is kept at the temperature of the high- to flow, as opposed to the case of power generation, 
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from the low-pressure side to the high-pressure side A schematic diagram of the AMTEC cycle is given 
by an external source instead of by an external load. in Fig. 2. The AMTEC cycle can be indicated in the 
The performance of the compressor can be described temperature-entropy (T-S) diagram of Fig. 3 because 
by Eqs. (6) and (7) by keeping the pressure of the the isothermal expansion of the AMTEC cycle can be 
high-pressure side constant and by keeping the tem- approximated by the expansion process in the Ericsson 
perature of the electrolyte constant at Th. The following cycle. Fig. 3 shows a case where the high-temperature 
condition for the current density, i, must be satisfied, side is filled with saturated sodium liquid. 
however, so that Pm in Eq. (7) is kept positive: The efficiency of power generation, %en, is given 
plT~h/T~+ 2 ~ h i / F > O  (8) similarly to previous studies as follows: 

As shown in Eq. (7) above, the electrolyte temperature ~ge" = W°ut/[W°ut + (L + L~/ ) l i  i -~- Wpump 

should be kept sufficiently high so that the internal +K(Th-TO+(g/Z)(Th4-T()] (12) 
resistance decreases to minimize the internal loss. In 
this sense, it is a better operation for a compression where L is the latent heat for vaporization, M-/ the 
process by the electrolyte to keep the whole electrolyte sensible heat from the pump-outlet temperature to Th, 

and power output per unit area of electrolyte, Wo,,, is temperature at a high isothermal temperature such as 
given by Eqs. (6) and (7) as follows: in the AMTEC cycle, rather than by assuming an 

adiabatic compression as proposed by Jeter [11]. Fur- Wou,=h~RTh ln(ph/pm)-(tiiF)2Ro (13) 
thermore, the high-pressure side is not necessarily filled 
with the saturated liquid. Instead, superheated sodium where Wpump is the pump power required to drive an 
gas can be introduced when another porous electrode t/i molecular flow rate of liquid sodium from p~ to Ph 
is provided at the high-temperature side of the elec- and it is usually negligible compared with Wou,. The 
trolyte. In this case, the resistance for another electrode fourth and fifth term in the denominator of Eq. (12) 
must be included in the Ro term of Eq. (7). represent heat conduction and radiation losses, re- 

spectively, where K is a coefficient for heat-conduction 
2.2. Similarity of AMTEC cycle with Ericsson cycle loss, Z a coefficient for heat-radiation loss, and cr the 

Stefan-Boltzmann constant. In the denominator of Eq. 
Up to now, many studies on the power-generation (12) Wout is involved because the power-generation 

efficiency of the AMTEC cycle have been presented process of the Ericsson cycle needs the same amount 
[2-10], but the similarity of the AMTEC cycle with the 
Ericsson cycle has not been discussed. The isothermal Ph ,Th f ~ "  
expansion is an expansion process of the Ericsson cycle W,,,, ~ ( - _ _  "--, ~-Qin 
where the work done externally is equal to the heat ] 
supplied during the process. The external work, Wou,, W0u~ ~ - - ~ "  Ph ,Th 1-QI0ss/ 
and the heat input, Qin, in the Ericsson cycle for - - ~  V l , \ ~ - B A S E I  
molecular flow rate, n, can be described as follows: I L ' - t -~ '  P rn I (Th)(L Wr~_ 

m " _ _ ~ ' ~ [ ' N  ]~ "Pump 

Woo,=  /np dr=fiRTh In P__~h =Qi,, (9) Qou, ~ _ j - -  P~ 
Pm 

h 

Fig. 2. Cycle diagram of alkali-metal thermoelectric conversion. 
When the internal resistance, Ro, is sufficiently small 

' • , ' ' , i , , , , r l  , I ' ' l  i ' l  ' ,  ' [  ' i . . . .  to be neglected, the output voltage, V, in Eq. (7) can ] . ~_Ev~0rotl0n_ltH~.ermo I expcr~tp~/ 
be approximated by: t ~/_2 2 2 ~ /  / / I ~  1200 - - - I ~  ,T h . . . . . . . . . .  

V= (RTh/F) ln(ph/p~) (10) p =1~ Pa 

The electrical output, Wou,, for AMTEC is obtained ~2 '°°°L ~ - - - - ' ° ' ~  / / / i / ~  
by multiplying the current density, i, in Eq. (6) with ~ [ i / - - ~  - - ~  / / ~  
the above voltage V, i.e.: ~ 800 lO 3 

Wo,,=Vi=tiiRTh ln(ph/pm) (11) ~ 6ooV~_______~,0______ ~ [ ~ 

This means that the power-generation process in the ~-~J . . . . . . . . .  ~ ~ ~ - - - - L - - - - - - - V ~  . ~  
AMTEC cycle can be well approximated by the iso- [,~ Condensation r ,~, 

, t i k J , I h i i i i , , , i . . . .  

thermal expansion process in the Ericsson cycle. It is 40O 4 6 8 10 12 14 
also found that the same amount of heat input as Entropy S (kd/kG/K) 
electric output is required during the power-generation Fig. 3. Tempera ture  vs. entropy diagram of alkali-metal thermoelectric 
process, conversion. 
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of heat input as power output, as described earlier. In introduced in the high-temperature side, as in the 
Eq. (13) Wou, is different from the ideal power output AMTEC cycle. 
in the isothermal expansion process of the Ericsson The COP of the heat pump is defined as the ratio 
cycle by the amount of internal loss by ohmic heating, of heat pumped to the high-temperature side of Th or 
resulting in reduced Wou, and Qin. However, the ohmic T /  (superheated temperature) minus heat losses to 
heating in the electrolyte causes the electrolyte tem- the low-temperature side (Tl) divided by the compressor 
perature to  remain constant or increase, power ]Win [ (Win is negative due to the negative h~) as 

follows: 

2.3. Heat-pump cycle COP={IW, n I + (Z + M-Is- MT)]hil 

The coefficient of performance (COP) of the high- -K(Th-Zl)-(tr/Z)(Zh 4-  T,')}/IW,.I (14) 

temperature sodium heat pump proposed by Jeter [11] where AHs is the sensible heat cooled down from the 
is calculated assuming an adiabatic compression of superheated to saturated temperatures, AHthe sensible 
sodium vapour through the electrolyte. The compression heat warmed up from Tl to Tn, and the third and the 
process is more reasonably approximated, however, by fourth terms in the numerator represent the heat con- 
the isothermal process as described above. In this report, ductive and radiative losses, respectively. ]Wi,] in the 
the COP of the heat pump cycle is calculated under numerator of Eq. (14) is required because the same 
the condition of the same isothermal compression as heat as the compression power IW~,] is rejected to the 
the Ericsson cycle, high-temperature side in the isothermal compression 

A schematic diagram of the heat-pump cycle using process of the Ericsson cycle in a similar fashion to 
the electrolyte is shown in Fig. 4, and the T-S diagram the AMTEC cycle. AH can be reduced by recovering 
in the case of saturated liquid in the high-temperature a part of the conductive and radiative heat losses, but 
side is presented in Fig. 5. As in the AMTEC cycle, it is not considered here. The consumed power per a 
a porous and thin electrode is required at the low- unit area of electrolyte as a compressor is represented 
pressure side of BASE. Sodium liquid can function as as follows as in Eq. (13): 
an electrode when the high-temperature side is filled 
with saturated liquid, but another porous and thin Wi,,=riiRTh ln(ph/pm)-(riiF)2Ro (15) 

electrode is needed when a superheated vapour is where the signs for i and hi are negative, in contrast 
with the AMTEC cycle because current must be supplied 

Ph ,Th /~. ~<" from an external source and this results in a negative 

wA_J < T®, 
By substituting Eq. (15) in Eq. (14), the COP can 

Ph,Th _tQl°ss l be rewritten as:  

w'2 1- Y I ~ --~ -T-BASEl I Throttling COP = [RT h ln(ph/pm ) + (IriilF)2Ro + (L + M-Is- Mar) Vm I ~  ??--j (Th)~ valve 
07 ~ - -  ~ - K ( T . -  Tl)/lri,l-(o'/Z)(T, 4- Z,4)/lri,l] 

P, ,T, /[RT. ln(pJpm) + (Ih,IF)=Ro] (16) 

The heat loss, except to the low-temperature side (T 0, Fig. 4. Cycle diagram of solid electrolyte heat pump. 
is not considered in both AMTEC and heat-pump 

12o0 cycles. When the heat loss to the surrounding atmos- 
' ~ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ~I'1"/ f[ / 4 Igotherm{:l/ phere is lower than Tt, it must be accounted for in 

/ P= 8.10 Pa V compression the calculation in order to obtain more realistic results. 
. ~ i l  i l l  Condensohon p T ] I I  I JPm 

%/, / 
. . . .  3. Results and discussion 

o 1000 ~ X  2.10 
/__~V______tO o The thermal properties of sodium by Ohse [14] are 

900 [ " '> . . . . . . . .  ~-'[-~ . . . . .  }/~- / adopted in this work and the ionic resistivity IOBASE of 
/ "-~ 503- -Eveporotion----~X,k / t h e  electrolyte is given by:  

J ,  . . . . . . .  !0 ~ . . . . . . . . . . .  ~ PaASZ = T[4.03 X 10-" exp(1420/T) 
8005' 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 

+ 1.68 X 10 - 7  exp(5567/T)] (11 m) (17) Entropy S (kd/kG/K) 
Fig. 5. Temperature vs. entropy diagram of solid electrolyte heat Molybdenum shows good durability in a sodium a t -  
pump. mosphere when serving as porous and thin electrodes. 
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The following specific resistivity for solid molybdenum __zL '2_~_K_ ' ~ '_ ' ' 
[15] is used because reliable measured properties for 12o0 p:lOSP a j~  
porous electrodes have not been reported: ~ b f f # ; f f ~ , l l l  
puo=5.6X10-a[ l+4.4×10-3(T--293)]  (~  m) (18) ~ 10~3  111 11 i - -  

¢' 5'I03 i 
The thicknesses of the electrolyte and the electrode ~ 800 / ~ 0 : ~ _ ~ / I I  I~',:,1 
were set at 1 mm and 3 /~m, respectively, according ~ 5.1o 
to the previous AMTEC reports on cell structure, ~ ~ ~ t ~  
electrical resistivity and sodium vapour permeability 600 . _ _ _ ~ _ ~ ~ ~  
through electrodes. The cell configurations, such as the . . . . . . . .  Zz: 500K . . . . . . . . .  
power leads and the radiation shield, are designed to 400 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  > 
reduce heat loss. The optimum configuration gives a 4 6 8 10 12 14 
conduction and a radiation loss of 0.378 and 2.28 W/ Entropy S (kJ/kO/K) 
cm 2, respectively, when Th = 1200 K and T~=500 K. Fig. 7. Temperature vs. entropy diagram of thermoelectric power 
The efficiency of the liquid sodium pump is assumed generat ion for saturated liquid and superheated vapour. 
to be 10% and this corresponds to a typical value for 
a small unit. Wpump is negligible small when compared 1.o 3.0 
with Wou,. ~.... i3:1100 K . . . . .  Tt :900K 

Q8 ~ ~  . . . .  ~XTi~:IOOOK~ . . . .  2.5 3.1. AMTEC cycle analysis '", 

The voltage-current characteristics and the '0~,, re- ~ - - ' - - - - - - - _ ~  ~ o_ 
lated withe for Th = 1200 K and Tl =500 K are given > ~ ' ~ ,  ~ ,.5o 
in Fig. 6, including the superheated condition. The ~ 0.4 Th=llOOK,Th':IOOOK v 
AMTEC operation at Th= 1200 K is thought to be ~ "q~"'q'\('-x. i ~  1.o 

0.2 \ I " ~  0.5 
soon attained because the 100 W power-generation test I 
at Th = 1073 K was performed for more than 1500 h 00 , i I 0.0 
[9]. Three cases are shown in Fig. 6, namely two saturated - 40 -310 -210 -1.0 00 

Current density i (A/cm 2) 
liquid cases of T ,=  1200 and 1100 K, and a superheat 

Fig. 8. Voltage-current  characteristics and relation between coefficient 
case of Th = 1200 K (the corresponding saturated tem- of performance (COP) and i of  solid electrolyte heat  pump.  
perature Th '= l l00  K). The three cycles that give the 

maximum r/g~. in Fig. 6 are shown in the T--S diagram K has a higher efficiency than the superheated vapour 
of Fig. 7. case of Th = 1200 K because the increase in AH and 

The maximum efficiencies of power generation for heat losses due to the temperature increase in the 
the three cases (i.e., saturated liquid of Th = 1200 K, denominator of Eq. (12) are larger than the increase 
saturated liquid of Th = 1100 K, and superheated vapour in power output, Wo,,. The calculated example suggests 
of Th = 1200 K) are 21.8, 20.6 and 19.1%, respectively, that a higher efficiency might be obtained at the minimal 
The saturated liquid case has a higher efficiency than temperature increase for superheating which is pref- 
the superheated vapour counterpart for the same tem- erable for the electrical insulation in a series connection, 
perature (Th = 1200 K) because the former has a higher even though heat losses are variable and depend on 
pressure Ph than the latter, resulting in the larger Wo~, the cell design. 
(see Eq. (9)). The saturated liquid case of Th = 1100 

3.2. Heat-pump cycle analysis 
~ 4 ~ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  T -1200K Ti : 500K 300 ~ ~ The heat pump using electrolyte can be employed 
I 2 k\ ~ h -  25.0 ~_ at higher temperatures than conventional heat pumps. 

~ \ \ /  Xf__ .,~, As typical examples, the voltage--current characteristics 
-- "~,~[~:7iOOK "<'~%/. .~" and the COP related with current are shown in Fig. 

0 8 ~ /,.¢/..~..~ xx. \~ °o 5 0 ~ 8 for the saturated liquid c a s e s  T h = 1100 and 1000 K, 
.S_ together with a superheated case for T h = 1100 K (the % -,(% := 

corresponding saturated temperature is Th'= 1000 K). 
~ ~ ~ ~ ' N ~ ' ~  x . . . .  co ~ The voltage-current characteristics for a saturated liquid 
041[ ~ " \ \ \ ~ °  5 0  when Th=1000 K almost coincide with those for su- 

oo 10 20 30 40 50 60 perheated vapour (Th=llO0 K) because of a cancel- 
Current density { (A/cm ~ ) lation of an increase in the first term in the right-hand 

Fig. 6. Voltage-current characteristics and relation between "0g¢. and side of Eq. (7) by a high temperature Th and a decrease 
i of thermoelectric power generation,  in the second term of internal loss - i R o  in Eq. (7) 
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1200t , O . . . . . . . .  4 Th-ll001 ' ! ' 9 . 0 K l / ~ f j  r a n g e  o f  Th f r o m  960 to  1300 K a n d  Tl f r o m  600 to 
~ ;  ~ . - ~ .  ~ / / /  940 K. The C O P  of this heat pump shows the same 

tendency as a conventional one in that it increases 
I100 ~_-5]04-~ when Ti approaches Th (but T, must be less than Th). 

1000 ~- 4. Conclusions 

a In the cycle analyses of alkali-metal thermoelectric 
~- 900~- conversion and a high-temperature heat pump using 

/3"-alumina solid electrolyte, it is shown that the ex- 
pansion or compression process of sodium ion flow 

800 . . . .  through the electrolyte is equivalent to the isothermal 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
Entr0py S (kd/k@/K) expansion or compression process in the Ericsson cycle 

when the internal loss through the concentration cell Fig. 9. Temperature vs. entropy diagram of heat pump for saturated 
liquid and superheated vapour, is small. Moreover, the isothermal compression process 

in the heat-pump cycle is more consistent with the 
5 . 0 ]  i:-2A/crn 2 AMTEC cycle than the adiabatic compression process 
4 0 ~  reported previously. Typical cycle analyses of AMTEC 

o- 1 1 1 1 1  <'°2 0~3NL 3.0 t )~..O~o ° 
8 zotl ~ and a high-temperature heat pump, taking into account 

10 heat loss, have been performed to obtain their volt- 
o ll age-current characteristics and thermal efficiency for 

both a saturated liquid and a superheated vapour at 
the high-temperature side of  the cycle. The superheating 

¢ ~-~]eo~.l[ ~ I j ~ % ~  ~ ~o ~,aa condition decreases the power-generation efficiency in 
~-f%~. ~ . ~ . . ~  ~ ~ ' ~  the AMTEC cycle, but it increases the coefficient of 

o% ~,¢ ~ performance in the heat-pump cycle. 
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